
The World’s
Best Reachers

Greatest RANGE, Best VALUE

Essential Aids for Daily Living

Quality assured 
British manufacturing



And for almost as long as we’ve been developing our fantastic 
range, we’ve such confidence in our reachers that they come with 
a lifetime gurantee. 

Our reachers typically last for over 20 years! Research shows that 
our users (well over 10 Million now) have up to five reachers in 
their household. Some they carry to the supermarket, others are 
upstairs for dressing. An old favorite will get used for just about 
everything and one day might be returned to us for a refurb.  
They even get ‘borrowed’ to help put up the holiday lights.

Continual development has brought us to our latest and most 
extensive range of reachers for all occasions. We’ve listened to 
everything our clients had on their wish lists and have created 
a portfolio of reachers that surpasses all that has gone before, 
including locking triggers and integrated dressing posts.

It’s so easy to find the best reacher for enhancing your life. 
Everything you need is within these pages.

For over 65 years,
  we’ve been producing
    the World’s best reachers

One of the most ‘well used’ reachers we have 
ever had the pleasure of meeting again!
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Over 
10 Million

users



ClassicThe

Based on our original reacher, the Classic has developed  
over the years into the most widely used reacher in the world. 

Our latest range is split into three separate models: Classic,  
Classic PRO and Classic MAX. All offer the same rugged build     
        quality you ‘ve come to expect, but the Pro and MAX offer  
                additional features over the Classic.

The World’s best
     selling reacher

                                       Length 26” 32” Magnetic tip Dressing Post Jaw Handle Trigger Stick Clip Folding Lockable jaw

Classic  4	 4	 4	 4	 Std Std Straight	 8	 8	 8

Classic PRO 4	 4	 4	 4	 Gripcert Gripcert Hooked	 4	 8	 8

Classic PRO folder 4	 4	 4	 4	 Gripcert Gripcert Hooked	 4	 4	 8

Classic MAX 4	 4	 4	 4	 Gripcert Gel Straight	 4	 8	 4

Classic 

Classic PRO

Classic PRO folder

Classic MAX

Classic PRO folder

Dressingpost

Magnetic    tip

73% of 
owners 
use their 

reacher for 
dressingJaw lock  button
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Tru-Grip
Designed to mimic how your finger and thumb pick things up,  
the Tru-Grip jaw can rotate 90˚ to enable an easier, more secure, 
pick-up high or low. The soft ‘lips’ of the jaw can even pick up a 
human hair, a dropped store card is easy pickings for the Tru-Grip.

Our latest range is split into three separate models: Tru-Grip,  
Tru-Grip PRO and Tru-Grip MAX. All offer the same exceptional 
quality you ‘ve come to expect, but the Pro and MAX  
offer added functionality.

THE precision reacher

                                       Length 26” 32” Rotating Head Jaw Handle Trigger Stick Clip Lockable jaw

Tru-Grip  4	 4	 4	 Gripcert Std Hooked	 8	 8

Tru-Grip PRO 4	 4	 4	 Gripcert Gripcert Hooked	 4	 8

Tru-Grip MAX 4	 4	 4	 Gripcert Gel Straight	 4	 4

Tru-Grip 

Tru-Grip PRO

Tru-Grip MAX

Jaw lockbutton - just pull 
the trigger again to release

Gel handle
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258 Tosca Drive
Stoughton, MA 02072
Tel: (781) 436-5941
Fax: (781) 436-5943

www.HelpingHand.US.com
CustomerService@HelpingHand.US.com


